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GENERAL CONVENTIONS
We use different typefaces throughout this manual to help distinguish different concepts. The majority of the body text (including this paragraph) is set in 11 point Times. Headings use various sizes of the Helvetica typeface. Within body text, we also use Helvetica to denote the names of files and other things. When a file name applies to both DOS and UNIX, we will put the name in lower case so that it will work for both operating systems. This manual uses bold .GVVGT )QVJKE for commands that you enter exactly as they appear. These lines are indented one-quarter inch and are set off from the body text by blank lines. We show screen examples and file excerpts in bold roman /HWWHU *RWKLF type and usually border the screen examples with a rounded box to denote a screen.
KEYBOARD CONVENTIONS
When entering commands at the keyboard, enter text exactly as printed. If you are using a DOS-or Windows-based personal computer, you may use either upper-or lower-case letters. If you are using a UNIX-based workstation, you must be sure to duplicate the case exactly.
"Naked return," a term used occasionally in this manual, means that you press the 'PVGT key (↵) without typing any previous text. Use naked returns to select default answers or to display the long versions of high-level menus when GPP prompts you with short (one-line) menus.
If at any time you find that you need to back out of a menu or subtool, typing the "B" character followed by ↵ will cancel the current menu or tool step and return you to the previous menu.
In addition, when GPP is reading its commands from a file, any line with the "#" character in the first column is treated as a comment line. GPP skips to the next line to continue processing.
,QWURGXFWLRQ ABSTRACT GPP (pronounced "jeep") is a general-purpose postprocessor for wind turbine data analysis. The original author, Marshall Buhl, a member of the National Wind Technology Center (NWTC) of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), developed GPP to postprocess test data and simulation predictions. Norman Weaver of InterWeaver Consulting is responsible for coding most of the recent additions to Version 6. GPP reads data into large arrays and allows the user to run many types of analyses on the data stored in memory. It runs on inexpensive computers common in the wind industry. One can even use it on a laptop in the field.
We wrote the program in such a way as to make it easy to add new types of analyses and to port it to many types of computers. Although GPP is very powerful and feature rich, it is still very easy to learn and easy to use. Exhaustive error trapping prevents one from losing valuable work caused by input errors. We believe that GPP can make a significant impact on engineering productivity in the wind industry.
BACKGROUND
GPP started out as a loose collection of utility programs. As the number of utilities grew, duplication among the programs became excessive. The solution seemed to be to write one program that would input the data and then manipulate that data in a variety of ways. The first version of GPP included only the original tools and ran only on Silicon Graphics, Inc., (SGI) computers. Since then, others have made requests for many additional features, including the ability to run on a variety of platforms.
To make the code platform independent, we put all compiler-specific routines into a separate file so that the majority of the code would require no modifications to run on other types of platforms. The compiler-specific routines include all operating system calls and all screen output.
As of this writing, GPP Version 6 has been run on Sun Microsystems UNIX computers and on personal computers (PCs). We developed recent additions to GPP as a "console" application using DIGITAL Visual Fortran for Microsoft Windows. The current version continues to segregate system dependent code so we believe that porting to a new system supporting Fortran 90 should still be less than a day's effort.
GPP offers engineers a user-friendly tool that makes it easy to look at data in many different ways. Experience has shown that researchers need to analyze data with varied techniques. For example, a power spectral density (PSD) plot that compares test data to simulation predictions may show excellent agreement, while rainflow cycle-count spectra tell an entirely different story.
GPP is a menu-driven, question-and-answer type program instead of a batch-type program. However, one can use GPP in a batch mode -see Batch Processing on page 3-2. It is a character-based program instead of one with a graphical user interface (GUI) for several reasons. Although GUI programs are pretty, they are more difficult to code, run slower than character-based programs, and are often non-portable. Platform-independent GUI development tools are becoming practical, so we may someday create a visual interface for GPP. The portability requirement has also made it too difficult, in addition to costly, to add charting capabilities. However, GPP's output files import easily into standard graphics packages such as Microsoft Excel.
Because GPP reads entire data sets into arrays, it is very fast. Once the data is in memory, a modern PC can perform many analyses in just seconds. Older analysis tools had severe memory restrictions because of the limitations of the technology that was available when they were written. Because these older programs had to store information on disk, they were very slow.
In GPP, many prompts have intelligent defaults and the less-obvious questions have context-sensitive help. In some cases, there are on-line examples to help users. We gave usability a high priority and we hope that we have made it "fool resistant." For example, GPP traps input errors and requests the input again.
The targeted users for GPP are engineers in wind energy research and the wind industry. The program assumes that users are familiar with the concepts and techniques that GPP implements.
WHAT'S NEW IN GPP VERSION 6?
• This version employs Fortran 90 dynamic array sizing.
• We fixed a Y2K-type problem in the handling of date strings.
• We developed a testing protocol script ("GPPTEST") for both DOS and UNIX.
• The path separator is now OS independent.
• The Options Tool has a number of updated options.
• Version 6 will automatically recognize FAST_AD, ADAS, and BLADED data file types.
• Version 6 attempts to automatically interpret header records for "generic" files.
• The Choose Tool now has additional flexibility for column selection.
• A synthesized time column option has been added to the Merge Tool.
• We have added new bin statistics to the Azimuth-Average Tool.
• GPP Version 6 uses rainflow-cycle counting algorithms from Sandia National Laboratories' (SNL) LIFE2 program.
• This version introduces a general menu escape character.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR RUNNING GPP
GPP runs on all Windows 95, Windows 98, or Windows NT systems. It will also run unmodified on Sun workstations, and on other UNIX-based workstations with minor modifications to the Fortran 90 source code. GPP needs enough virtual memory to hold your data (4 bytes per data value) and only a few megabytes of disk storage. GPP runs extremely fast on any modern computer.
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OBTAINING A COPY OF GPP
You may download the latest versions of GPP and this user's manual from the NWTC Design Codes web page. We provide download instructions on the web server. If you do not know the current location of this web site, send email to marshall_buhl@nrel.gov. See the README file for installation instructions.
You may want to make some changes to GPP to tailor the program to your needs. GPP Version 6 dynamically allocates space for working arrays. Currently, we distribute GPP with upper limits on file size set to 1000 columns and 500,000 rows of data. To change the parameters controlling these limits, modify MAX_COLS and MAX_ROWS as needed in gpp_mod.for and recompile the program.
Windows-Based Personal Computers
By this point, you should have downloaded the appropriate archive from the NWTC Design Codes web site and unarchived it. Under most circumstances, you will use GPP by running the GPP.EXE file. If this is the case, skip ahead to the next section, "Running GPP."
If you desire to make source-code changes, and you have the Digital Visual Fortran (DVF) or other Fortran 90 compiler; you can recompile GPP with the supplied files. With the DVF compiler, you will need to place the source-code files in a directory and create a DVF project that includes all *.FOR files including SYS_PCD.FOR. For other compilers, you may need to change the routines in SYS_PCD.FOR to port the code to your new compiler. See Porting to an Unsupported Computer on page 2-2 for advice on modifying a SYS_???.FOR file. If GPP does not function properly without changes to the other files, then GPP is not quite as portable as we would like. Please let us know of any required changes to other source files. Our contact information is given on our web site.
UNIX-Based Workstations
This section applies to owners of supported workstations. If you are not using a Sun workstation, you should skip to Porting to an Unsupported Computer on page 2-2 for advice. If you want to make changes to GPP, you will need a Fortran 90 compiler installed on your workstation. If your workstation does not have a Fortran 90 compiler, you can install and compile GPP on another workstation with the same operating system (OS) that does have a compiler. Then copy the executable (gpp) and help file (helpfile.txt) to your machine.
For Sun workstations, you should not need to make significant changes to the makefile, but you may want to adjust the compiler flags. The makefile contains lines for both debugging and optimization. Just comment out the unwanted FFLAGS line with a pound sign (#).
Confirming Correct Operation of GPP
If you anticipate making changes to GPP, or would like to confirm correct operation of the program, an acceptance test protocol is available in subdirectory GPPTEST. For Windows-based systems, the DOS batch file GPPTEST.BAT causes GPP to execute a series of command input files which exercise various program options. The testing sequence compares GPP outputs to reference files (residing in subdirectory GPPTEST\TSTFILES) for each test. The script places results from a DOS "file compare" into the file GPPTEST.OUT. At the end of the test, this file is displayed on the screen by the Windows NotePad editor. With normal completion of this test, the only differences that should appear in the GPPTEST.OUT file are lines containing a different version number or time stamp. (Also, see the README file in the GPPTEST directory.)
For UNIX systems, we provide a shell script to perform the same sequence of tests. The contents of gpptest.out are displayed using UNIX vi editor.
Porting to an Unsupported Computer:
If you want to compile GPP with an unsupported computer or compiler, you will probably have to modify the routines in one of the sys_* source files. You should copy that file and give the new one a similar name with the letters after the "_" denoting the platform and/or compiler. To use this file, you should modify the makefile, batch, or script files to account for the name change. If you have to make changes to other source files to port GPP, please let us know so that we can make the code even more portable.
Within the sys_* file, you will likely need to make changes to many routines. These routines are described below.
DIR
Unless you are using an operating system other than DOS or UNIX, you should not need to change DIR. Just use the appropriate one.
FILESIZE
This routine calls the routine FSTAT for both DOS and UNIX to report the size of the requested file.
FLUSHOUT
This routine flushes the screen buffer so informational messages do not need to wait for the buffer to fill before the computer displays them on the screen. Some compilers use the FLUSH function and others write an end of file to the appropriate unit with ENDFILE. FLUSHOUT may need to be changed, or, in the case of HP-UX, you may need to call a system routine from OPEN_CON to set the buffer size of standard output to zero.
GET_DIR GET_DIR calls routine GETCWD to obtain the path to the current working directory.
GET_ENV
This routine examines the OS's environment to get the value of one of its variables. Some compilers supply a GETENV (without the "_") routine for this purpose. Otherwise, you will need to issue some OS commands with SYS_CALL to put a copy of the environment variables into a file, and then read the file to find the requested variable. See the supplied file SYS_PCL.FOR for an example of this method. If your OS does not use environment variables, you may have to make some major kludges.
GET_SYS
This routine sets some system-specific information. It must supply GPP with the name of the user's command shell (for example, csh, CMD.EXE, or COMMAND.COM). It also sets the maximum length of a file name (without an extension) and the path separator such as "\" for DOS, or "/" for UNIX. It should set a three-letter mnemonic to designate the name of the platform and/or compiler (probably the same as the second part of the sys_* file name). 
TELLHOME
This routine gives you advice on how to set the HOME directory. You do not need it for UNIX, because the HOME directory is set by default. PC users (and perhaps users of other OSes) may need to set it themselves.
USRALARM
You probably do not need to change this routine, but if your system has advanced sound features, you may want to take advantage of them. GPP currently uses the ASCII "bell" character (^G) to sound the alarm.
WR_BL
This routine writes out the beginning of a multi-part line to the screen. If you are using standard Fortran carriage control for the screen (where the first character means something special like form feed), be sure to prepend a space to the string.
WR_EL
To terminate a multi-part string and generate a new line, GPP calls WR_EL. If you modify this routine, be sure to tell the compiler to append the new string to the end of the previous line. Fortran carriage control uses a prepended ampersand ("&") to append text.
WR_ML
This routine is similar to WR_EL, but it does not follow up with a new line.
WR_NR GPP uses this routine to write a string to the screen without generating a new line (no return) afterward.
WR_SCR
This routine writes one line of text to the screen. Long lines are broken into multiple lines with indents.
RUNNING GPP Personal Computers
DOS:
To make GPP easy to run on a DOS system (or in a Command-Prompt window under Windows), add the GPP directory to the search path in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file. Alternatively, you may move the executable and HELPFILE.TXT to a directory that is already in the path. (Under Windows NT, instead of using AUTOEXEC.BAT, update the path environment variable in the environment tab of the system control panel.) Alternatively, you can create a batch file (call it GPP.BAT) to start GPP and put this batch file in one of your searched directories.
After doing the above, just type the following to run GPP:
Windows START Menu:
Under Windows, you may also choose to add GPP as an item in your Start/Programs menu. To do so you open your START button folder (right click on the START button and click on OPEN) and add a shortcut to GPP.EXE in the PROGRAMS folder. With GPP appearing in the Start/Programs listing, you can simply click this item to launch GPP.
UNIX-Based Workstations
If you correctly set up the symbolic links in the setup step, you should be able to start GPP from any directory with:
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BACKGROUND
Once you understand the working philosophy of GPP, you should be able to use it with little effort. We have tried to make GPP as user-friendly as possible; it contains much on-line, context-sensitive help and it's good at trapping input errors. To aid your efforts to learn GPP, we have included a glossary of the terms used in the manual and in the program. You can find it on Page xi near the back of this manual.
GPP uses a combination of menus and a question-and-answer coding style. At higher levels, you choose tools from various menus to tell GPP what tasks to perform. Once GPP finishes processing the data with the specified tool, it returns to an appropriate menu. GPP removes tools that are not suitable in a given situation from the menus to avoid confusion. For example, it is meaningless to use the AzimuthAverage Tool option before GPP has read in some data.
GPP reads ASCII data files with white space, tab, or comma-separated columns that represent different channels of data. It also recognizes several specific types of data files and can modify its behavior to streamline their use. The code currently recognizes ADAMS, YawDyn, FAST_AD, Zond's Advanced Data Acquisition System (ADAS), Unsteady Aerodynamics Experiment (UAE), Garrad Hassan's BLADED, and GPP Merge Tool output files. When GPP reads one of these special files, it does not need to inquire about headers and columns. It also parses out column headings so the various tools can display information based on column name rather than column number. GPP classifies files that it does not recognize as "generic."
You would rarely change some tool options, so GPP saves them in a permanent file. You can change these options from any of the high-level menus. Examples of these options are the identifying strings for recognized file types, such as ADAMS and YawDyn files. See the subsection on the Options Tool on page 3-20 for more information on the options.
It is important that you understand the different purposes for the storage arrays.
GPP uses two storage areas for data-a primary array and a secondary array. When working with the primary array, you use tools that (generally) convert time-series data to another domain. These tools write their results to external files. An example of a primary array tool is the PSD (power spectral density) Tool. This tool converts from the time domain to the frequency domain. Another is the RainflowCycle-Count Tool, which generates cycle counts versus cycle amplitudes and/or means. The one tool that does not change domains is the Interpolation Tool. The Tool Menu section on page 3-3 provides a comprehensive list of tools that process the primary array.
The Merge Tool builds up the secondary array by merging columns of data from one or more primary arrays or by adding calculated data channels using the Calculated Channel Tool . All the tools available from the Merge-Tool Menu leave the data in the time domain, although some leave a series of blocks of time instead of a steadily increasing time. This is where GPP does its filtering, including decimation, low-pass filtering, and cycle limiting. The Merge-Tool Menu section on page 3-3 provides a comprehensive list of tools that process the secondary array. When you finish building and filtering the secondary array, you can move it to the primary array and/or write it to an external file. You can read these external files into the primary array later for additional processing.
When GPP presents you with a list of choices (enclosed in parentheses) for a menu, the one prefixed with an equal sign is the default response. Entering a naked return (↵ with no other text) will select that option. Sometimes GPP will ask you to enter a number (or series of numbers). In this case, GPP will enclose the default response in square brackets >GHIDXOW@. Except for file names on UNIX systems, all input to GPP is case insensitive.
BATCH PROCESSING
The following sections present the features and use of various tool menus, as one would use them in an interactive manner. GPP also has the ability to process commands from an input file containing a valid sequence of GPP menu commands. This approach can provide a very powerful capability to set up batch processing of a particular data set.
For example, we have implemented the complete GPP acceptance test protocol as a batch script and a set of GPP command files. NOTE: any line in a command file that begins with the "#" character in column one is treated as a comment line. As a sample, Figure 3 -1 displays the contents of file gpptst01.inp, which is the first command file used in the acceptance test script. The first line is a comment, and the subsequent three command lines open file "a" for processing, generate summary statistics that are place in file a.st, and then GPP is closed. 
THE MENUS The Startup Screen
When you start GPP, it displays a startup screen (see Figure 3 -2 below) with some program information and a menu. The first line tells you that you are running GPP. It is version 6.00 for the PC using the DVF compiler. The effective date of this version is March 1, 1999. GPP then displays the long version of the Startup Menu. After that, it says you have not activated a primary file, and that you can get help on these (and on all high-level tools) by entering a question mark. See the Help Tool subsection on page 3-19 for more information on obtaining help. The last line is the short form of the Startup Menu. To save time and screen space, GPP displays long menus only when first starting up or when you enter a naked return at one of the high-level menu prompts. 
The Tool Menu
After choosing a file, you will see the short form of the Tool Menu on the screen. In the example in below, GPP tells you that you have read in a primary data file, that its name is adams.rq, and that it is an ADAMS output file. If you enter a naked return, you will see the long version of the menu, shown in.
As you can see, the menu is quite a bit longer than the one in Figure 3 -2. The tools seen on the Startup Menu are still available, but GPP added some new tools that process the chosen data in the primary array and produce some sort of output file. Please see the ANALYSIS TOOLS section on page 3-5 for more detail on these tools.
A useful tool here is the Statistics Tool. It is slightly different from the other tools that manipulate the primary array. It does not produce an output file (the Choose Tool produces an st file with full statistics when you read in the primary data), and it works on both the primary and secondary arrays. Page 3-12 contains a detailed description of the Statistics Tool.
The Merge-Tool Menu
Once you have read a primary data file, you can choose the / option to go to the Merge-Tool Menu.
The short form of the Merge-Tool Menu repeats the information about the primary file and tells how many primary files you have already merged into the secondary array. Again, if you do a naked return, you can see the long form of this menu, as seen in Figure 3 -3.
The tools from the Startup Menu are still available, some new tools appear, and most of the tools that manipulate the primary data are gone at this point. Only the Statistics Tool remains. Once you merge some data into the secondary array, this tool will let you see the statistics of that array. Otherwise, you will get statistics for the primary array. The 3 option will let you leave the Merge-Tool Menu, but not GPP. If you have merged data into the secondary array, GPP will ask you if you want to move the merged data to the primary array. GPP will also ask if you want to write these results to a Merge Tool file. You can read Merge Tool files into the primary array just like any other data. Because GPP is familiar with the format of Merge Tool files, it knows how to extract the heading and column titles to make GPP easier to work with. 
ANALYSIS TOOLS
GPP's analysis tools perform the mathematical and engineering analyses for which we wrote GPP. The other tools filter the data or are related to the OS.
The Azimuth-Average Tool
You can bin your data against azimuth with the Azimuth-Average Tool. When GPP asks for the column number containing the azimuth data, the program will have already provided a default value. If this value is correct, you simply enter a naked return and continue setting up the remaining tool parameters.
(GPP determines the default azimuth-column location as follows: first, GPP scans the column headings for the strings AZ, Az, or az. If it does not find this string, GPP uses the default column number set under the Options Tool. Normally, this will be the second column unless the user has altered this value. If your azimuthal data are in radians, use the Units-Conversion Tool to convert them to degrees.
This tool also produces the Fourier coefficients (converted to magnitude and phase) of the averaged data. You can compute these coefficients for as many as ten frequencies (the default number). This feature makes the Azimuth-Average Tool superior to the Bin Tool for azimuth averaging.
For long time series with varying wind conditions, it may not be meaningful to azimuth average the entire data set. Consider using the Limit Tool, (a subtool of the Filter Tool), to limit the data to cycles with similar conditions. Figure 3 -6 is an example of a plot generated using data from the Azimuth-Average Tool.
The results file has an aa extension.
See also: Bin Tool, Limit Tool, Units-Conversion Tool, Options Tool. 
The Bin Tool
The Bin Tool allows you to bin one or more columns of the primary data against one or two independent columns. It is useful for tasks such as plotting power versus wind speed or lift coefficient versus angle of attack. You could even use the Bin Tool to compute azimuth averages, but the Azimuth-Average Tool has additional features.
Like the Azimuth-Average Tool, it may be more meaningful to limit long time series to blocks or cycles that have similar conditions with the Limit Tool. Figure 3 -7 is an example of a typical power curve using data generated by the Bin Tool.
The results file has a bi extension.
See also: Azimuth-Average Tool, Limit Tool.
The Histogram Tool
You can generate histograms (or probability density functions) of your data with the Histogram Tool. This tool writes a two-column table for each requested primary-data column to the results file. The table represents the x-and y-values for the analyzed column. For each requested column, the tool takes the domain between the minimum and maximum and divides it into bins of equal size. You tell the tool how many of these bins you want, and there will be a row in the output table for each of them. The x-value for each bin is the mean of all the x values in that bin. The y-value for each bin is the fraction of the total data points for the column that fall within the bin. The area under the curve defined by the table is unity. Like some of the other analysis tools, it may be a good idea to limit your data to cycles with similar conditions.
Figure 3-7. Sample power curve using data generated by the Bin Tool. Figure 3 -8 is an example of a plot generated using data from the Histogram Tool. In addition to the binmean values, GPP version 6 also reports bin maxima, minima, and standard deviations.
The results file has a hi extension.
See also: Limit Tool.
The Interpolation Tool
The Interpolation Tool allows you to interpolate dependent columns of the primary array using a new set of independent values (a new column 1). You can read the new independent values from a singlecolumn file or specify a minimum, maximum, and step size. You may use either linear or cubic-spline interpolation. The cubic-spline routine is based on a routine CUBICSPL from NUMERICAL METHODS (Mathews, 1992) . As in earlier versions of GPP, cubic-spline interpolation uses natural splines (zero second derivatives at the data endpoints.) When the interpolation is finished, the tool tells you how many points it had to extrapolate. You probably want this number to be small or even zero. The results file has an in extension.
See also: Merge Tool, Choose Tool, Trim Tool, Write Tool.
The Least-Squares-Fit Tool
The Least-Squares-Fit Tool allows you to fit the primary data with polynomials of up to the tenth order. The tool uses a modified version of the LPOLYNOM routine from NUMERICAL METHODS (Mathews, 1992) .
The tool generates a table of polynomial coefficients for each selected column. It also computes the A 2 goodness of fit. It writes these tables to the results file.
The results file has an ls extension.
The PSD Tool
You can generate PSDs of your data with the PSD Tool. It uses routines derived from GenPro, an old, batch-oriented, generalized post-processor developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). Robert Lackman of NCAR developed much of GenPro, including the SPECFT routines it uses to generate PSDs. The SPECFT routines call another package, REALFT, which NCAR acquired elsewhere. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm in REALFT is desirable in that it does not limit the number of input points to powers of two 1 . We heavily edited the SPECFT routines to eliminate unused features.
The PSD Tool removes the means from each time series before generating the PSDs. It also tapers the ends of the data with a cosine rolloff and zero-fills the rest of the array that holds the data. You have the option to detrend the data with a straight line, which Numerical Recipes (Press et al. 1990 ) recommends. You can change this option with the Options Tool.
The default PSD technique uses band smoothing. Other PSD types are cosine (Hamming), triangular (Bartlett), and rectangular windows. Rather than window averaging, you can also choose logarithmic spacing. Initial tests indicate there is little difference in the results for different PSD types for the data we usually analyze. An advantage of band smoothing is that you can specify the number of output frequencies. The Options Tool lets you set the type of PSD technique. Figure 3-9 shows a sample PSD plot using data generated by the PSD Tool with band smoothing.
The results file has a ps extension.
See also: Tool Menu, Options Tool. 
Band Smoothing
Band smoothing allows you to specify any number of output frequencies (up to #points/6). This allows you to reduce the volume of output and is a good choice if you have a large data set.
Cosine Windows
Using Hamming-style cosine windows is the best choice for random signals. Use this type of PSD if you are unsure. The technique produces half as many output frequencies as there were data points.
Logarithmic Spacing
Logarithmic spacing of output frequencies will give you less resolution at high frequencies.
Rectangular Windows Rectangular windows are a good choice if your data have discontinuities or singularities. The technique produces half as many output frequencies as there were data points.
Triangular Windows
Triangular (Bartlett) windows give good results for deterministic signals, like sine waves. The technique produces half as many output frequencies as there were data points. 
The Rainflow-Cycle-Count Tool
You can count rainflow cycles with the Rainflow-Cycle-Count Tool. GPP uses a vector-based rainflow-counting algorithm derived from Downing and Socie (1982) as implemented in the LIFE2 program (Schluter and Sutherland 1991) . The tool cycle counts a time history as it occurs and identifies the same cycles as the two-pass algorithm that requires that the history be rearranged. After the tool identifies the cycles, it bins them to generate curves of cycles per the number of seconds specified for the count period versus the peak-to-peak cycle amplitudes (and, optionally, cycle means for two-dimensional (2D) cycle counting). You can specify the count period with the Options Tool. You can also optionally apply cycle-peak extrapolation and smoothing before rainflow counting by setting these flags in the Options Tool. Figure 3 -10 shows a sample plot of data generated by the Rainflow-Cycle-Count Tool. If you look at the two right-most data points, you will see that they have the same y-value. These cycles either occurred only once or were incomplete cycles. This algorithm closes all the incomplete cycles. We believe these single cycles and artificially closed cycles can be very misleading, so we often delete them from our plots. If your time series were longer, these points would be lower on the plot. If you are using the data to estimate fatigue life, you may want to keep them, as they give you a conservative estimate. These cycles will have a rate that is the inverse of the elapsed time. The Rainflow-Cycle-Count Tool does not output any values for bins that have no points. This eliminates zeros from the series and makes log-linear plots possible.
GPP will also perform mean and range cycle counting (2D). Figure 3 -11 shows a sample 3D bar plot of 2D mean-range data generated by the Rainflow-Cycle-Count Tool.
GPP does not give you the option of processing the time data column (column one). For Merge Tool files, you must ensure that time is in the first column to use this tool. The results file has an rf extension.
The Statistics Tool
The Statistics Tool displays statistics for the data arrays. These statistics include minimum, mean, maximum, standard deviation, and skewness values. They also include the data record numbers on which the minima and maxima 2 occurred. Figure 3 -12 shows a sample statistics screen.
In this sample, because the data came from a recognized file type, the Choose Tool knew how to determine the column headings. Thus, the tool includes column descriptions in the output. If this had been a generic file, the first column will contain headings or column numbers depending in whether GPP successfully extracted column headings from the file. This is another example of how GPP changes its behavior for familiar file types.
If there are data loaded into the secondary array, the Statistics Tool will ask you whether you want to look at the statistics for the primary or secondary data. The default is the secondary data, as this is most likely what you would be working with at the time. If there are no secondary data, this tool will automatically show the primary-array statistics. The Choose Tool calculates the statistics for the primary array after it reads in the data. After each merge action, the Merge Tool calculates the statistics for the secondary array. Accessing the Statistics Tool only displays statistics-it does not compute them.
When the Choose Tool reads a primary file, it also includes a kurtosis calculation and writes all of the statistics to a file with the extension st. Figure 3 -13 shows an example of this file. Here, you can see that GPP tells you where it pulled the data and when it generated the statistics. It includes the original heading, and sets it off with dashed lines. It then lists the statistics for each column of data. As you can see, GPP writes the statistics file with one more significant digit than you saw in the screen display of the same data.
See also: Tool Menu, Choose Tool, Merge Tool. 2 It may be useful to note that the index for the time maximum is the number of records in the file. 
FILTER TOOLS
We use the term "filtering" to mean more than noise filtering. We use the term to mean something that does not let everything get past it. A low-pass filter reduces noise in your data and a decimator reduces the volume of your data by eliminating all but every n th record.
The Filter Tool
The Filter Tool is available from the Merge-Tool Menu after you have used the Merge Tool to load the secondary array. This tool allows you to select subtools that let you filter noise, average, decimate, or limit data in the secondary array. One of these subtools is the Limit Tool, which lets you set up criteria for blocks or cycles of data that the tool will keep or delete. A similar tool is the Trim Tool, which allows you to throw away blocks of data you do not want to process.
The noise filter is a general, band-pass, discrete Infinite-Impulse-Response (IIR) filter. It allows you to apply a low-pass, high-pass, or band-pass filter to your data. The formulation of the band-pass filter follows the derivation of the IIR filter described in Numerical Recipes (Press et. al. 1996) . This recursive filter exhibits a somewhat rounded and asymmetric filter response below and above the user-selected cutoff frequencies. The data is filtered twice (forward and backward) to remove the phase shift. The formulation of the filter equations assumes evenly spaced data with time in the first column.
See also: Limit Tool, Merge Tool, Trim Tool.
The Limit Tool
The Limit Tool is very powerful subtool available from the Filter-Tool menu. It allows you to specify which blocks of data you want to keep for later processing. Blocks can be of any length (even a single record), and you can specify them by number of records or amount of time.
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You can also specify the block length as being a single rotor cycle. The Limit Tool does not assume a constant RPM machine. It defines a cycle boundary as being when the azimuth goes from greater than 300 degrees to less than 60 degrees. If your data goes from -180 to 180 degrees, the tool will map the negative values as 180 to 360 degrees. The Limit Tool uses this mapping only to determine cycle boundaries. It will not change the azimuth values in your data. If your azimuth data are in radians, use the Units-Conversion Tool to convert them to degrees.
The Limit Tool asks you for a list of criteria that can be in a stored file or entered through the keyboard. Each criterion consists of a column, a minimum, a maximum, and a type. The type can be the minimum value, the mean, the maximum value, the standard deviation, or every value of a candidate block. Entering the type as a negative value tells the Limit Tool to pass only those blocks for which the statistic lies outside the specified range. Table 3 -2 shows the values you enter for different types of limiting factors.
Examples:
Suppose you want to exclude all rotor cycles where the wind speed (channel 5) exceeds 15 m/s even once during the cycle. Using 500 as an arbitrarily large number, you would limit by cycles and specify the limiting criterion as:
Suppose you want to find all 1-minute time blocks where the wind direction (channel 6) changed little. In this case, you should limit by 60-second blocks and may want to specify that all values in the block lie between -10 and +10 degrees:
Suppose the azimuth (channel 2) goes from -180 to 180 degrees. If you want to include all records that lie outside the tower shadow, you would limit by individual records and specify the limiting criterion as:
See also: Filter Tool, Interpolation Tool, Trim Tool, Units-Conversion Tool. 
All values in each block
The Merge Tool
This tool allows you to select columns from the primary array and put them into the secondary array. After transferring columns from the primary array, you can read in another primary file and merge columns from it into the existing secondary array. You can thus merge multiple files into one file. If you already have data in the secondary array, the Merge Tool will ask you if you want to erase the old data and start anew.
When you are through using the Merge Tool, you can move the secondary array to the primary array and/or write it to a GPP Merge Tool file. After you move the secondary array to the primary array, you can use the analysis tools on the merged data. You can also read merged files using the Choose Tool and analyze them like other files. GPP recognizes Merge Tool files and takes advantage of their structure as it does for other recognized file types.
When you merge data into the secondary array, the Merge Tool creates a header that gives you a history of merging operations. This header tells you which files you merged and when you merged them. The column labels indicate the file and column of origin. The format for these labels is F<file#>-<col#> (for example, F2-3 for the third column of the second file). If GPP has been able to retain column names (as from ADAMS, YawDyn, or other recognized file types), the Merge Tool will replace the column number with the column name (for example, F2-azimuth for the azimuth column of file 2). When you manipulate the data, the tools you use update the header to record your changes. Figure 3-14 shows an example header.
If the number of data rows in the current primary and secondary arrays differ, GPP will warn you. If the primary array is longer, GPP will truncate the new data to match the size of the secondary data array. If the secondary array is longer, you will be given a choice to cancel the merge operation or trim the length of the secondary array.
The section on the Interpolation Tool on page 3-7 explains how to merge files with different time steps and/or start and end times. 
The Trim Tool
The Trim Tool eliminates rows from the secondary array. You can specify a block of rows by row number. If the first column has monotonically increasing values (like time), you can also eliminate rows by value. This tool is available only from the Merge-Tool Menu after you have merged some data into the secondary array.
See also: Filter Tool, Interpolation Tool, Limit Tool, Merge Tool. 
MISCELLANEOUS TOOLS
The Calculated-Channel Tool
The Calculated-Channel Tool, which is available form the Merge-Tool Menu, uses an algebraic expression parser. This parser allows you to generate a new data channel, which is the result of a calculation based on other channels in the primary-or secondary-data arrays. Primary-data columns are referenced by R and secondary-data columns are referenced by U , where "#" must be a valid, existing column number. GPP supports normal, algebraic expressions, nested parentheses, and most Fortran intrinsic functions. An example of a valid expression follows:
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where p1 and p3 refer to data in columns 1 and 3 of the primary data array.
The expression parser recognizes the functions listed in Table 3 -3. Trigonometry functions ending in "D" are versions of the functions that use degrees instead of radians. Further information on each of these functions is provided in the program help text accessed by the "?" option in the CalculatedChannel Tool. The parser recognizes the standard operators (+, -, *, and /) used in algebraic operations. Either "^" or "**" are recognized for exponentiation. The tool allows one to nest parentheses up to the limit of the size of the operation stack (currently set at 256 for the total number of pending operations). The order of operator precedence from highest to lowest is @
The tool evaluates expressions within the most deeply nested parentheses first. GPP ignores any spaces.
Constants may be entered in the expression as normal decimal numbers or with scientific notation (for example, 0.0123, 1.23E-02 or 1.23D-02).
See also: Merge Tool.
The GenTime Tool
The GenTime Tool is available from the Merge-Tool Menu. This tool allows you to add a time channel to an existing secondary data file. The tool asks you for the starting time value and either the maximum time value or the desired time step. GPP makes the new time channel the first column, and shifts all other channels to the right. The GenTime Tool is available only if you have already created a secondary data set. The reason for this requirement is that GPP must know how many times steps it should create.
The Trim Tool
See also: Filter Tool, Interpolation Tool, Limit Tool, Merge Tool.
The Units-Conversion Tool
The Units-Conversion Tool is available from the Merge-Tool Menu. This tool allows you to rescale the data in selected columns in the secondary array with the same scales and offsets. The UnitsConversion Tool does the scaling using the formula:
We have built many automatic conversions into the Units-Conversion Tool. When asked for the scale and offset, enter a ! to see the list of those available. For example, instead of entering to convert from Fahrenheit to Celsius, you can enter (%. This way, you do not need to look up conversion factors. Figure 3 -15 shows the help screen for these conversions. If the resulting file name is too long for the operating system, the Divide Tool will prompt you for a new name. For Windows and UNIX files, GPP limits root names to twenty characters. The Divide Tool limits ADAMS out files to nine different requests.
See also: Choose Tool.
The Escape Tool
You can temporarily escape to the OS with the Escape Tool. This allows you to look around, and perform other commands without having to leave GPP. Enter the GZKV command when you want to return to GPP.
If you are a UNIX C shell user, your aliases will not be available to you unless you set them in your .cshrc file. If you have many aliases, setting them all in this file can degrade performance for your other processes. You may want to consider putting your aliases into a separate file (for example, .aliasrc) and placing an alias in your .cshrc file to allow you to set them interactively (example: CNKCU C UQWTEG CNKCUTE ). You can then just enter C after you start the new command shell to set all your aliases.
The Get-Columns Tool GPP calls this low-level tool from many other tools. The tool asks you for a list of columns to process. If you enter a naked return, the tool will select most columns automatically. Some high-level tools tell this tool to not include certain columns.
You can also enter a list of column numbers and separate them with spaces, commas, or tabs. You may also designate a contiguous range of columns by the first and last column separated by a dash (with no additional spaces or tabs in between [for example, 3-7] ). The Get-Columns Tool will display a table of selected columns and notify you of their validity. You can enter a naked return to accept the list or enter 0 to reject it. The tool will display a list of numbered column headings to help you choose columns for familiar files. It displays the file header for files without column names.
The Help Tool
You can get on-line help for using GPP by entering a ! at a high-level menu. A new menu of help options will appear on the screen from which you can repeatedly request help on different subjects. If you enter an option letter after the question mark at a main menu, you will get help on that option only and you return to that menu.
Examples:
! Sends you to the Help Menu.
!#
Gives help on the Azimuth-Average Tool.
!!
Gives help on the Help Tool.
The More Tool
When you read in a generic file with the Choose Tool, you can enter a ! when asked for the number of rows and/or columns in the file. If you do, the More Tool will display the first seven lines of the file and ask if you want to see more. Just press ↵ to see more of the file or enter a 3 to quit the More Tool. We chose seven lines so that files with long lines could wrap the screen without scrolling important information off the top. The More Tool precedes each line with the text .KPG , where is the number of the line. This helps you determine the length of your header.
The Options Tool
The Options Tool allows you to review and/or change program options. If you do not like the defaults, you can change them for just the current run or for all future GPP sessions. GPP saves permanent changes to the options in a user file. For UNIX users, GPP stores options in .gpprc in your home directory. For Windows users, GPP stores options in GPP.INI in the current directory. Windows users can change the location where GPP.INI is stored by setting an environment variable called HOME to point to another directory. You may want to put this SET command in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file if you use Windows 95 or 98. If you use Windows NT, set it on the Environment Tab of the System Control Panel. Here's an example of a SET command:
Options currently available for GPP include strings that identify ADAMS, YawDyn, FAST_AD, ADAS, UAE, and BLADED files. See help on choosing files for more information on these strings. Another option is the "dot display rate," which determines how many operations elapse before GPP displays a dot on the screen to let you know that it is processing data. You will want to make this number smaller for slower systems. Other options let you tell GPP to prompt you when you quit, tell GPP how to generate PSDs, set directory-path default options, adjust merge file column headings, or to set options for the Rainflow-Cycle-Count Tool. If you are reading data from a read-only device like a CD-ROM, use the output-path option to tell GPP where to put its output.
See also: Choose Tool, PSD Tool, Rainflow-Cycle-Count Tool, Merge Tool.
The Write Tool
The Write Tool is available from the Merge-Tool Menu. With it, you can write out the results of a merge to a file. The tool prompts you for a file name. You can name your file anything within the limitations of your system (as long as it is no longer than 100 characters; paths are allowed). If you specify an existing file, GPP will ask if you want to overwrite it. If you enter a naked return, GPP will cancel the Write Tool and return you to the Merge-Tool Menu.
QUITTING GPP
Enter a 3 at the menu prompt to quit GPP. If you enter a 3 when in the Merge-Tool Menu, you will quit the Merge Tool, not GPP. If you want GPP to prompt you before quitting, you can set that option with the Options Tool.
See also: Merge Tool, Options Tool. 
Familiar File
We programmed GPP so that it would recognize often-used files. GPP modifies its behavior to take advantage of its knowledge of a file's structure. The current list of familiar files includes those produced by ADAMS, YawDyn, FAST_AD, ADAS, UAE, BLADED and the Merge Tool. It also recognized files with tabdelimited column headings. This is the opposite of a generic file.
File Header GPP considers the file header to be the text at the beginning of a file. For generic files, GPP will inspect the first 50 lines of the file for alphabetic text indicating likely header lines. If the estimated number of header lines is correct you may accept this number or tell the Choose Tool how many header lines there are in the file. Do not use the header to eliminate unwanted data at the beginning of the file-use the Trim Tool for that. When GPP asks you for information like a list of desired columns, the Get-Columns Tool will display the entire header to help you figure out column numbers.
Generic File
Generic files are those that are unfamiliar to GPP. It does not understand their structure, so you must tell it how they are organized. They are the opposite of familiar files.
Naked Return
Enter a naked return by pressing ↵ (the Enter key) without pressing any other keys first. Use it to choose a default answer or to ask for the long version of a high-level menu.
Parse
To parse is to scan text for meaningful words. The words can be English-like commands or numbers.
Primary Array
The primary array stores data that you process with most of the high-level tools. GPP generally considers the primary array as a time series (time in the first column), but it does not need to be for some tools. You use the Choose Tool to fill the primary array with data. You can also copy the contents of the secondary array into the primary array when you quit the Merge-Tool Menu. The default dimensions of the primary array are 500,000 rows by 1000 columns. You can change these dimensions by modifying the MAX_ROWS and MAX_COLS parameters in the WORKING_DATA module in the gpp_mod.for file and recompiling the program.
Root name
The root name of a file is all the text before the last period in the name. For Windows and UNIX, the limit for root names is 20 characters.
Secondary Array
Create the secondary array by copying columns from the primary array with the Merge Tool. The filtering-type tools manipulate the data in the secondary array and do not change its time-series nature. The Limit Tool and Trim Tool can eliminate blocks of data from the array and make time discontinuous. Be sure that you do not use the PSD Tool on such data after you have loaded it into the primary array. Options Tool, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] P Parse, xi Porting GPP, 2-1-2-3 Power spectral density. See PSD Tool Primary array, [3] [4] [3] [4] [5] [6] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , xi PSD Tool, iv, 1-1, 3-1, 3-8-3-9, 3-20, xi Q Quitting GPP, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 
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